23 JUNE WEDNESDAY

“Pencil Work / Mosaic”
Doç. Kaya Üçer
Doç. Dr. Sibel Hattap
Selim Sani Güngör
Research Assistant
MİMAR SİNAN FİNE ARTS UNIVERSITY
14.00 - 15.45

24 JUNE THURSDAY

“The Art of Calligraphy”
Ömer Faruk DERE
Artist
TRADITIONAL ARTS ASSOCIATION
11.30 - 13.00

“Ebru Art”
Mehmet Eray ATAY
Artist
TRADITIONAL ARTS ASSOCIATION
14.00 - 15.00

“Glass Art”
Kamuran KARAAGAÇ
Artist
Cahide EREL
Artist
TRADITIONAL ARTS ASSOCIATION
15.30 - 18.00

25 JUNE FRIDAY

“Alternative Designs Based on a Basic Geometric Structure”
Serap Ekiçler SÖNMEZ
Geometry Artist
Researcher-Author
11.30 - 13.00

“Painted Surface Cleaning Techniques”
Doç. Cemile KAPTAN
Selen Sertab KAYSER
Research Assistant
PAINTING RESTORATION
MİMAR SİNAN FİNE ARTS UNIVERSITY
13.30 - 14.45

“IKONA Artifact, Restoration and Conservation Methods”
Dr. Ragsana HASANOVA
Conservator-Restorer
MİMAR SİNAN FİNE ARTS UNIVERSITY
Hatice SOHTORİK
Restorer
BEYLERBEYI SABANCI MATURATION INSTITUTE
15.30 - 18.00

23-25 JUNE 2021
Istanbul Lutfi Kirdar International Convention and Exhibition Centre

Heritage Workshop training program is subject to change.